OCCUPATION: AEROSPACE GROUND EQUIPMENT (AGE)
MECHANIC
PROGRAM:
Goodfellow AFB., TX.

DATE: June 2022

JOB SPECIFICATIONS
The AGE Mechanic is required to maintain all assigned powered and non-powered AGE in accordance with applicable
technical orders (TO’s) workcards and checklists. Duties include inspection, troubleshooting, servicing, modification,
overhaul, repair and performance of scheduled and unscheduled maintenance on all assigned AGE. Works under the
supervision of the Program Manager.

OPERATIONS TO BE PERFORMED INCLUDE, BUT ARE NOT LIMITED TO:


Conducts an aggressive Age preventive maintenance program to include periodic inspections and the removal
and replacement of filters and other time change items. Services AGE with appropriate fluids to prescribed levels.



Maintains mechanical assemblies and linkages, such as clutches and drive trains on equipment so equipped.



Corrects electrical system discrepancies occurring on assigned equipment.



Repairs air compressor defects, both high/low pressure reciprocating and diesel type.



Washes, cleans and maintains interior and exterior of AGE, as required, to company and customer standards.



Performs inspection and maintenance on Breathable Air Compressors used by the Fire School and the Fire
Department.



Performs annual inspections and repair on fire ground ladders.



Records all inspection/maintenance actions using AFTO Forms 244, computer terminals or other means as
required.



Complies with all company, OSHA, AFOSH and customer safety requirements.



Performs other duties as required.
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KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS AND ABILITIES REQUIRED:



Requires (5) five years experience in an AGE or Aircraft Trainer career field.



Requires a thorough understanding of maintenance scheduling techniques.



Requires a proven ability to accurately troubleshoot and repair complex AGE systems.



Must have the ability to read, understand and interpret detailed technical publications and instructions.



Must have the ability to deal courteously, professionally and effectively with the customer.



Obtain necessary security clearance as required.

WORKING CONDITIONS:
The diversity of working conditions may range from a standard office type environment where there is no physical
discomfort to an environment where inclement weather may subject individuals to severe changes of temperature,
less than adequate lighting, dust, wind, rain, snow and the like. Individuals may also be required to work in areas
where high noise hazards prevail, thus requiring the use of adequate ear protection.
DenMar Services, Inc. is an equal opportunity employer. All qualified applicants will receive consideration for
employment without regard to race, color, religion, sex, sexual orientation, gender identity, national origin,
disability, or veteran status.

